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Demna Gvasalia and sustainability,  
we’re getting a lot more exposure,”  
said founder Tamuna Ingorokva.
Retail prices: $485 to $660 
 
Scopinaro
Designer: Ornella Scopinaro
Background: The new Barcelona-based 
handbag brand presented its African-
inspired collection, La Danza, featuring 
vibrant handmade beaded handles. 
Designer Ornella Scopinaro said the idea 
struck her after seeing the wares of an 
African bracelet seller on Caldes d’Estrac, 
one of Barcelona’s beaches. The handles 
are made in Africa, working with a group 
of women based in Timbuktu, Mali, and 
the bags are made in Ubrique, Spain’s 
leather goods capital.
Retail prices: $510 to $670

Donna Wilson
Designer: Donna Wilson
Background: The new collection marked 
a shift away from the quirky faces and 
creatures the designer is known for to a 
more abstract direction. The designer also 
worked with a dyer in Ireland, Kathryn 
Davey, who produced three new colorways 
for basket-weave sweaters and scarves 
using natural plant-based dyes: Cutch (a 
golden yellow), Madder (a soft pink) and 
Indigo (a deep blue). As each piece is 
dyed by hand, the colors and shades vary 
and each edition is unique. The designer, 
who has a signature furniture line in the 
pipeline, also brought back one of her 
classic mountain peak designs for her line 
of signature Fair Isle yoke sweaters.
Retail prices: $195 to $350. 

 AT WOMAN

Arpenteur
Designers: Laurent Bourven and Marc Asseily
Background: The Lyon-based men’s wear 
label helmed by cousins Laurent Bourven 

and Marc Asseily launched its women’s line 
at the show: a mirror reflection of its men’s 
collection with tweaked proportions. 
The brand is known for its locally made, 
vintage-inspired pieces based on authentic 
French garments, with a strong marine 
influence. “We wanted to create pieces we 
like using French savoir faire but from our 
point of view,” said Bourven.
Retail prices: From around $265 for a 
cotton jacket to $530 for a wool coat.

Skall  Studio
Designers: Julie and Marie Skall
Background: Danish sister act Julie and 
Marie Skall designed for a range of 
local fashion brands — “where we got 
to experience the not so pretty side 
of fashion” — before launching their 
own label. Their mission: creating a 
collection that was sustainable without 
compromising on aesthetics, something 
which they found was lacking on the 
market. The aesthetic has that clean, 
Scandinavian feel but is highly feminine, 
with vintage influences. All of the knits 
are made in Denmark. Highlights include 
dresses, cotton pajamas and ruffled 
organic cotton blouses with broderie 
anglaise trims, inspired by their stock of 
antique nightgowns, with a few children’s 
pieces sprinkled in. They also develop 
their own textiles, including linens and 
organic cottons in stripes and checks.
Retail prices: $120 to $450

Myssy
Designer: Anna Rauhansuu
Background: The farm-based Finnish 
label’s waterproof, lanolin-lined beanies 
are hand-knitted by a network of 
seniors based in Pöytyä in the country’s 
southwest, where the label is based, using 
organic hand-dyed yarn from the brand’s 
own herd of sheep. A photo of each hat’s 
maker is featured on the box, with their 
signature on the label.
Retail prices: $67 to $145 ■

The health crisis limited the 
number of visitors to the 
event, which ran Feb. 20 to 23.

BY TERESA POTENZA

MILAN — The health emergency that 
spread in Milan dented the flow of visitors 
at TheOneMilano, which ran Feb. 20 to 23. 
Not only did the lack of Chinese, Japanese 
and South Korean visitors impact the 
trade show, but also the number of Italian 
buyers sharply dropped on the last day. 
TheOneMilano closed with the number of 
visitors decreasing 35 percent compared 
with 11,165 a year ago.

“This edition paid the price of the 
current situation, penalized by the sanitary 
emergency,” said the president of the 
exhibition Norberto Albertalli. “The Asiatic 
market has been strong for us in the last 
years” until most recently, he said. The 
COVID-19 outbreak affected the weekend of 
the trade show, which has historically been 
the most important, Albertalli said.

A way to deal with this situation was the 
Always On online platform, which was used 
to help Chinese companies present their 
collections. “We created the special area 
called ‘Supporting China,’ dedicated to 
those 80 Chinese exhibitors who couldn’t 
come to Milan,” explained TheOneMilano 
general manager Elena Salvaneschi.

To help recover some of its lost 
business, organizers have decided to move 
TheOneMilano to another venue starting 
from the upcoming September edition and 

strengthen the links with other fashion 
trade shows, running at the same time as 
Micam, Mipel and Lineapelle, Salvaneschi 
underscored, starting a little earlier than 
Milan Fashion Week, Sept. 20 to 23.

A recent report by Micam persuaded 
TheOneMilano organizers that this was 
the right choice, as an average of more 
than 30,000 visitors attend the shoe trade 
show in Rho. “Around one-third of Micam 
visitors ask for a total look, which could be 
completed by our companies,” the general 
manager added.

But how are TheOneMilano exhibitors 
reacting to the news? The most excited 
are leather companies, as synergies with 
Micam look profitable, the others appear 
to be skeptical and are waiting to see 
what the next edition will bring. Among 
the optimistic was Carlo Esposito, owner 
of Enjoy Italia. “I think the new location 
will bring more visitors, coming from the 
fairs next to us: a synergy is what Italian 
companies have often asked for over the 
last years.” At TheOneMilano, Enjoy Italy 
featured a new collection with bold colors 
and a small bags line designed to match the 
leather collection.

Two concepts marked the TheOneMilano. 
“It’s always winter somewhere” was the 
theme that inspired architect Italo Rota and 
set designer Margherita Palli, in a tribute 
to a seasonless, cosmopolitan and circular 
world, with huge boules de neige at the 
location, reminding that mountains and 
winter are everywhere on the planet.

Pasquale Lucarella, owner of Lucarella 

Pellicce, has added a younger fur collection 
to the traditional line of the company: bold 
colors like green and blue peppered the 
collection, and messages such as “Love 
yourself” were directed to young people. 
“Our goal is to expand our business abroad 
and strengthen markets like the U.S. and 
Spain, Portugal and France in Europe,” 
Lucarella said.

Lettering and bold colors stood out at 
Ego’s booth as well. The Greek company 
displayed hooded fur jackets to address a 
young target with ample financial resources. 
Prints and bright colors could also be seen 
at Hong Kong based Michelle Fur, where 
Wonder Woman fur coats were among 
their signature pieces. “The trend we are 
following is about more versatile furs,” 
explained assistant manager William 
Sun, the founder’s son. “We aim at a new 
generation of customers who see furs not 
only as precious clothes, but also as an easy-
to-wear coat all day long.”

The company’s target markets are Russia 
and China, while for the U.S. and Europe 
they produce for other brands. And even if 
the situation in Asia is very difficult, Michelle 
Fur sees the light at the end of the tunnel. 
“Our partners in China are reopening their 
premises,” Sun added.

An effort to win over new customers was 
seen at Greek Estel Furs, too, where chief 
executive officer George Chatzisimeonidis 
showed new creations like Masha and the 
Bear furs, a limited-edition dedicated to 
young girls, and The Joker. These new 
pieces joined the main collection based 

on blackglama, a ranch-raised black mink 
produced in North America.

On the same track was Italian family 
company Bruno Carlo, led today by Federica 
Bruno and her brother Matteo. Historically 
specializing in gloves, the company has 
adding more fashion to its line. “Pop 
designs and sparkling rhinestones inspire 
our collections,” aiming at emphasizing the 
gloves, independently from the clothes, 
Federica Bruno explained. “Our goal is to 
give women an accessory in itself, which 
they can buy because they like it and not 
because it fits their wardrobe.”

Bruno Carlo presented T-shirts made 
with organic cotton and removable fur. One 
reproduced an Albert Einstein smiling face 
with a fur mustache.

Craftsmanship was the other concept 
that marked TheOneMilano: the “Made in 
Italy — Making of” section brought together 
Italian factories and artisans and unlocked 
the secrets of their handmade production. 
Puntounidici, founded by Mary Paolucci 
four months ago, stood out. “I wanted to 
create a space for artisans, a space where 
we could all sell our creations,” Paolucci 
said. “The most important thing is that we 
must share the same philosophy: handmade 
products and sustainable materials.” One of 
the most precious textiles at TheOneMilano 
was a century-old textile, a combination of 
linen and cotton.

Dolcevita showcased a green collection 
with the company’s own leftover textiles. 
“I wanted to create more sustainable 
processes thinking about my three 
children,” said owner Francesca Bracalenti. 
“We also have a partnership with an artistic 
high school whose students can come to our 
headquarters to learn loom techniques, so 
we give our contribution to our territory.”
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A Cutch-hued basket 
weave sweater by 
Donna Wilson.

A women’s look  
by Arpenteur.

Skall Studio

A hat  
by Myssy.


